Abstract-Scaling analysis of several thousand Nb 3 Sn criticalcurrent (I c ) measurements is used to derive the extrapolative scaling expression (ESE), a fitting equation that can quickly and accurately extrapolate (or interpolate) limited datasets to obtain full three-dimensional dependences of I c on magnetic field (B), temperature (T), and mechanical strain (ε). Unlike nonextrapolative fitting equations, the ESE relation is determined completely by fundamental raw scaling data from master pinning-force curves. The results show that extrapolation errors with ESE approach typical I c measurement errors. The scaling expression is simple and robust, providing straightforward extrapolation capability for conductor characterization and magnet design.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE Extrapolative Scaling Expression, or ESE (easy), is a parameterization of the Unified Scaling Law that is derived from a thorough, one-time analysis of raw scaling data from pinning-force curves measured in many different Nb 3 Sn conductors [1] - [3] . No theoretical assumptions were made in its derivation. Because the ESE relation is based on fundamental scaling [4] - [8] with raw scaling data from master pinning-force curves, it is different from the interpolative fitting equations [9] - [19] and preserves the extrapolation capability of fundamental scaling. The ESE relation can extrapolate critical currents I c at fields B, temperatures T, and strains ε that are remarkably different from the fitted data, with effective root-mean-square (RMS) extrapolation errors that approach typical I c measurement errors (1-2%). Here we present new analysis of the concatenation of extrapolation errors not treated in [2] or [3] . These combinations have application particularly for characterizing production wires.
Although its derivation required a one-time analysis of extensive raw scaling data [2] , ESE can be applied with the convenience of a global-fitting equation, wherein all the parameters are determined in a quick straightforward manner by simultaneous fitting (without analysis of raw scaling data).
The ESE relation offers flexibility and the prospect for extrapolations of more limited data in several new areas:
1) It can be used to extrapolate minimum datasets [3] to full I c (B, T, ε) datasets, thereby reducing the required measurement space to about one fifth the size. Also, there is no requirement for orthogonal B-T-ε measurement grids to register pinning-force curves into a master scaling curve, as with fundamental scaling. 2) Limited data from separate temperature and strain apparatuses can be combined to give full I c (B, T, ε) conductor characterization, opening the possibility for measurements at different times with simpler apparatuses in different laboratories. This also provides flexibility and productive use of more limited data [3, ]. 3) With the form of ESE given below in (1)-(4), data from above 4 K can be extrapolated to lower temperatures, and data at moderate strains (−0.5% < ε 0 < ε 0irr ) can be extrapolated to extended compressive strains
[Here, ε denotes the total threedimensional (3-D) strain experienced by the Nb 3 Sn filaments, ε a is the applied axial (longitudinal) strain, ε 0 is the intrinsic axial strain defined as ε 0 ≡ ε a − ε m , ε m is the strain at the I c (ε a ) maximum, and ε 0irr is the intrinsic irreversible axial strain limit [20] .] Extrapolations to below 4 K are particularly useful for accessing the low temperature regime where heating effects and instabilities can be a problem for transport measurements. These are not a problem for magnetization measurements, but magnetization data can be significantly different from transport measurements (e.g., [2, Fig. 15(b) ]). 4) Extrapolations of full I c (B, T, ε) characteristics can be made from a single I c (B) curve in special situations, such as the characterization of production quantities of wire. This requires measurement of a few core parameters [3] in a similar conductor with a comparable configuration, dopant, and heat treatment, which can then serve to characterize other similar conductors. 5) Interpolations with the ESE relation also have very small errors, and the resulting parameter-set offers the option of extrapolation to the nearby measurement space using default values for the core parameters (Section III-E). Each of these extrapolation capabilities is illustrated in Section III. Emphasis is given to error evaluations for combining different types of extrapolations into one fit. Fitting examples are carried out for several very large datasets obtained on practical high-current Nb 3 Sn conductors fabricated for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC), and cryo-cooled magnets for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
II. FITTING EQUATION AND PROCEDURES
Definitions: In this paper, magnetic induction B is assumed to be perpendicular to the current direction, and denoted simply as magnetic field, defined as B ≡ μ 0 H to give the practical unit of tesla. F P is the critical pinning force per unit conductor length, F P ≡ I c B, which gives practical units of ampere-tesla (A•T, equivalent to N•m −1 ).
A. Extrapolative Scaling Expression
ESE is parameterized in its most useful form either by the Hybrid1 or Hybrid2 temperature parameterizations [2] : 
Extrapolative scaling expression (ESE), with Hybrid1
and the Hybrid2 variant:
Extrapolative scaling expression (ESE), with Hybrid2
where the rest of the equation-set is given by (1b) and (1c). In (2), the temperature exponent is also denoted by α ࣕ η/2.
These two parameterizations have nearly the same parameter values ([3, Appendix Tables A3 and A5]), provide the highest parameter consistency, and have the ability to extrapolate data from T > 4 K to T << 4 K with I c errors of only ∼1%.
The scaling parameters in these two equation sets are C, B * c2 (0, 0), and four core parameters: T * c (0), η, s, and C 1 [where C 1 is from the parameterization of the strain function b c2 (ε) defined below in (3)]. The four core parameters, although conductor-specific, change little between similar conductors. They also have high stability (Δ < ±0.5 % to 2 %) with respect to different values of p and q [3] .
The pinning-force shape parameters p and q are also preferably fitted (simultaneously with the other parameters). However, default values p = 0.5 and q = 2.0 also give low fitting errors if the range of relative magnetic fields is not extensive. Default values become essential when the range of magnetic field data is insufficient to determine p and q, which is typical for high current density conductors corrected for magnetic self-field.
For the strain function b c2 (ε), the Exponential parameterization [21] has the advantage of only one fitting parameter C 1 that serves as a useful strain sensitivity index for comparing different conductors. This is also helpful for setting default values for b c2 (ε) when needed. Furthermore, the model can be used to extrapolate moderate strain data (−0.5% < ε 0 < ε 0irr ) to extended compressive strains (ε 0 < −1 %). The 3-D strain expression is
For longitudinal strain applied along the axis of a round wire, the strain invariants are
with the empirical relationship
Here, ε l0 and ε t0 are the longitudinal and transverse residual strains (expressed as percent) due to differential thermal contraction between the Nb 3 Sn and the composite wire materials, and ν is the "effective" Poisson's ratio measured to be about ν = 0.36 [22] . The longitudinal residual strain ε l0 ≈ −ε m , where ε m is the longitudinal strain at the maximum I c (ε a ).
The ESE relation with the Hybrid2 temperature and Exponential b c2 (ε) parameterizations is now being implemented for EuroCirCol and the Future Circular Collider design studies, and at CERN for calculating the margin of the HL-LHC magnets. The different types of extrapolations are illustrated with the ESE-Hybrid1 equation-set (1). The same RMS errors were obtained with the ESE-Hybrid2 equation-set (2) to within 0.01% (parameter values were also nearly the same, as tabulated in [3, Appendix Tables A3 and A5] . Bold type indicates fixed values. a The compressive prestrain (ε l 0 ≈ −ε m ) is dependent on the strain introduced by the sample holder on cooldown, and therefore not strictly part of the core parameter-set. These results are for samples soldered with Pb-Sn solder to Cu-Be sample holders. b The pinning-force shape parameter p was fixed to a default value p = 0.5 for all of these test cases because insufficient data were available at low magnetic fields to determine p.
, where C is the lead constant in equation (1a) (with typical values given in column three), p is the number of parameters in the fit, and n is the number of observations. RMSE is expressed as a percentage to facilitate comparisons between conductors. e The percentage RMS F P error is also representative of the percentage RMS I c error, because the measurement error contributed by the magnetic field B to F P (= I c B ) is negligible compared to that of I c . An effective RMS I c error can be obtained at any specific field by multiplying the percentage RMS F P error by the lead constant C and dividing by B. Representative values of the effective RMS I c error at 12 T are tabulated in the last column. f This is a high-J c RRP R ternary Nb 3 Sn multifilamentary conductor manufactured by Oxford Superconducting Technology (OST) for HL-LHC and NMR magnets, billet #8781 (0.7-mm diameter), with a sub-element count 54/61, distributed Nb diffusion barriers, Ta doping (7.5wt%, 4at%, relative to the original Nb filament), and a final heat treatment at 640°C for 48 h. This conductor has a very low irreversibility strain limit near 0% intrinsic strain. g This is a moderate-J c internal-tin ternary Nb 3 Sn multifilamentary conductor manufactured by Western Superconducting Technology (WST) for the ITER-TF magnets, billet #01CW0014A01 (0.82 mm diameter), with a single Ta diffusion barrier, reacted with heat treatment cycle B and a final heat treatment at 650°C for 100 h. h This is a moderate-J c internal-tin ternary Nb 3 Sn multifilamentary conductor manufactured by Luvata for the ITER-TF magnets, (0.83 mm diameter), with a single Ta diffusion barrier. For the Luvata conductor, only a minimum dataset was available, and the minimum dataset was obtained by combining measurements from two separate apparatuses: an I c (B , T ) dataset measured by Goodrich with the NIST variable-temperature apparatus (with zero applied strain), and an I c (ε a ) dataset measured by Cheggour where strain data were measured only at a fixed magnetic field of 12 T, and only at the temperature of boiling liquid helium. i Fixed from a fit to the master scaling curve. j Default values for the core parameters (blue italics) are approximate, mid-range values for different types of conductors. A mismatched value of η was intentionally used in row 7 to show the amount of temperature extrapolation error that occurs if the default value for internal-tin ITER conductors (η = 2.0) is used for the RRP R conductor, instead of the appropriate default value for RRP R (η = 2.2); see listing of default core values in section III-E.
B. F p Fitting Versus I c Fitting
All extrapolations in this paper were carried out by converting the critical-current data to pinning-force data (F P = I c B) and minimizing the sum of the squared F P residuals
2 . A fit of F P , rather than I c , reduces percentage extrapolation errors at individual data points by a factor of about five, especially at higher fields, temperatures and strains [3] . F P fits place emphasis on the mid-magnetic field region (where F P peaks) and thus avoids undue weighting at lower magnetic fields, which occurs with I c fits. The effect is illustrated in [3, Fig. 9 ]. The basic step-by-step fitting procedure is detailed at the beginning of [3, Section 3]. Table I shows the ESE parameters and fitting statistics for the different types of extrapolations listed in the introduction. The extrapolations are illustrated with the ESE-Hybrid1 equation-set (1). However, the same RMS errors were obtained with the ESE-Hybrid2 equation-set (2) to within 0.01%, and the parameter values were also nearly the same. The illustrations presented here include error statistics for joining different types of extrapolations into practical combinations. Table I shows that nearly the same results were obtained, whether: 1) fitting whole datasets, 2) extrapolating from minimum datasets, 3) extrapolating from single I c (B) curves with core parameters determined from full-temperature minimum datasets, or 4) extrapolating from data only above 4 K to the complete temperature range down to ∼2 K (red italic results in Table I ).
III. EXTRAPOLATION CAPABILITIES
Small changes in the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and RMS fractional deviation (RMSFD) in Table I correspond to relatively large errors at individual data points. Thus, I c errors are best seen in the I c (B) graphs that follow, and in the many figures in [3] .
A. Minimum Dataset Extrapolations (Extrapolation Item #1 in the Introduction)
Extrapolations from minimum datasets can save considerable measurement time and expense for full I c (B, T, ε) conductor characterization.
The minimum dataset is the smallest set of I c data needed to extrapolate a full I c (B, T, ε) characteristic. The minimum dataset, as determined by raw scaling data, consists of one measurement of I c (B, T ) (at fixed strain) and one of I c (B, ε) (at fixed temperature), described in more detail in [3, Section 2]. The minimum dataset can be visualized with the temperaturestrain (T-ε) map shown in Fig. 1 . Each location in this plot represents a set of I c versus B measurements, all taken at a strain and temperature corresponding to that point in the map (about 1000 I c measurements for the large OST-RRP dataset loci plotted in the map). With such a map, the minimum dataset consists of two cuts through the T-ε space, shown by the vertical and horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 1 . From the measurement of just these data, ESE can be used to extrapolate all the other points in the map, a 5-fold reduction in measurement space. Table I.) Examples of RMS errors for minimum-dataset extrapolations versus whole-dataset fitting are given for the OST-RRP and WST-ITER conductors in Table I (rows 2 versus 3, and 9 versus 10). RMS F P errors are increased only ∼0.02 %, corresponding to increases in effective RMS I c12T errors of <∼0.4 A, which is comparable to typical I c measurement errors. This negligible error increase is remarkable, considering the five-fold savings in measurement space for full I c (B, T, ε) characterization. Fig. 2 shows an example of the small I c temperature extrapolation errors for individual I c (B) curves of the WST-ITER dataset calculated at ε = −0.445 % (intrinsic strain ε 0 ≈ −0.75 %), a strain well away from the two-cut measurements of the minimum dataset at +0.019 % and 4.03 K. (The minimum dataset map for the WST-ITER conductor is similar to that for OST-RRP in Fig. 1 , with data also posted on the supplemental website.). Table I .) Fig. 5 . Example of the amount of error incurred when extrapolating a single I c (B) curve with a significantly mismatched η value. In this figure, a default value of η = 2.0 (appropriate for internal tin ITER conductors) is used instead of the default value η = 2.2 suggested in Section III-E for RRP R -Ta conductors. Extrapolation error is significantly improved in Fig. 3 by use of the better matched η value for RRP R .
B. Combining Measurements From Separate Temperature and Strain Apparatuses (Extrapolation Item #2 in the Introduction)
Four of the parameters in the ESE parameter-set are core scaling parameters that are quite stable, because they depend only on ratios of the raw scaling data K(T,ε)/K(0,0) and
Values of the core parameter can be reliably transferred between similar conductors (i.e., conductors with similar composition, configuration and heat treatment), which makes it possible to combine data from separate temperature and strain apparatuses. Fortunately, the core parameter values are stable enough that slight differences in heat treatment and configuration between the samples do not have a great effect.
Examination of (1)- (4) shows which combinations of different limited datasets can be used to obtain full I c (B, T, ε) datasets ([3, Table 3 in Section 5.4]). This opens the possibility of utilizing data that are more limited than the minimum dataset. Extrapolations can even be carried out from as little as a single I c (B) measurement (section D below) if the core parameters have been measured in a similar conductor.
The ability to combine different datasets also applies to building up the minimum dataset from I c (B, T ) and I c (B, ε) measured in separate temperature and strain apparatuses. This avoids the cost of the design, construction, and commissioning of a complex unified T-ε apparatus. Two examples are shown for the Luvata-ITER conductor in rows 12 and 13 of Table I (one with  default Note also in Table I that there is not much difference in the core values between using fitted or default p and q values for the F P shape parameters, even though C and B * c2 (0, 0) change considerably (first vs. second rows for each conductor in Table I ). Furthermore, the overall RMS error changes by only ∼ 0.02 %.
C. Extended Strain and Temperature Extrapolations (Extrapolation Item #3 in the Introduction)
In addition to extrapolating all the T-ε cross terms in Fig. 1 , another type of extrapolation is provided by use of the Hybrid1 or Hybrid2 temperature models with the Exponential b c2 (ε) function in equations (1)-(4). As briefly mentioned in section II, the Hybrid h(t) models allow data from above 4 K to be extrapolated to lower temperatures (e.g., [2, Fig. 16(a), (b) ]) and the Exponential parameterization allows moderate strain data to be extrapolated to extended compressive strains (e.g., [2, Fig. 13]) . Such extrapolations not only fill-in the T-ε box, but expand its overall size as well (by making extrapolations along the temperature and strain axes of the T-ε measurement map beyond the given data).
An evaluation of the extrapolation of I c data from a minimum dataset above 4 K to lower temperatures is shown in Table I for the OST-RRP conductor. The increase in the RMS F P error was negligible (0.002 %; rows 3 versus 5). The predicted values at 2.45 K agreed with the measured data to within ∼1% ( [2] and [3] ; see also the figures for the single I c (B) curve extrapolations from >4 K in the next section).
D. Single I c (B) Curve Extrapolations (Extrapolation Item #4)
Extrapolations of single I c (B) curves enable the efficient characterization of large production quantities of wire from routine I c (B) measurements made on individual billets. Again, what makes this possible is the stability of the core parameters (T convenient conditions of T = ∼ 4 K and ε a = ∼ 0%, 2) core parameters determined from a minimum dataset, and 3) the use of no data below 4 K in determining the core parameters.
The resulting combined RMS F P errors are increased by only ∼0.03 %, compared with fitting the whole dataset (rows 2 vs. 6 in Table I ). This is surprisingly low, considering the single I c (B) was extrapolated to the entire data range, including temperatures from 2.24 K to 12 K, applied axial strains from −0.76% to +0.313%, and magnetic fields from 1 to 16 T, utilizing no data below 4 K in the determination of the core parameters. Fig. 3 shows the resulting small I c errors for the temperature extrapolations. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding strain extrapolations at the lowest temperature measured, 2.45 K. (Other measurements down to ∼2.2 K showed similar results, rows 13 vs. 16.) Although the strain data in Fig.  4 are sparse, they provide a good test since the measurements at -0.76% strain and 2.45 K are well away from the extrapolated single I c (B) curve at +0.035% strain and 4.07 K. The overall RMS F P errors for both figures are remarkably small, only ∼0.12%, which is on the order of the symbol size for the measured data.
Several caveats need to be observed, however. Here we have evaluated the intrinsic errors of extrapolating from a single I c (B) curve. Extrinsic errors depend on measuring the core values in a similar conductor, although the values transfer well even if the conductors are not exactly matched, because of the stability of the core parameters. Also, measurements in separate apparatuses need to control the strain introduced by the sample holders. The use of beryllium-copper holders in different apparatuses provides an easy solution for minimizing strain variability, since the thermal contraction of the holders match, and samples can be continuously soldered along their length to provide good support against Lorentz forces (which can strain unsoldered conductors, e.g., when they are forced to settle into the grooves of a Ti-alloy holder). If such extrinsic errors are controlled, however, single-curve extrapolations can be quite effective in characterizing similar conductors.
E. Interpolations with ESE, and Limited Extrapolations with Default Core Parameters (Extrapolation Item #5)
Interpolations with the ESE relation provide a high degree of accuracy for fitting the whole dataset (rows 2 and 9 in Table I ). With the ESE parameter-set, there is also the option of extrapolating into the neighboring measurement space through the use of default values for any missing core parameters ([3, Table 3 ]).
From the survey of values in the appendix tables of [3] and those in Table I , we find that the core parameters for fully optimized, ternary, high-J c Nb 3 Sn conductors cluster around the following common default average value and ranges: With additional study, it should be possible to better associate these default values with different types of conductors and such factors as Ti vs. Ta doping and diffusion barrier architecture. For example, recent micrographic data have shown compositional inhomogeneities are greater with Ta doping [23] , which may correlate with the higher η values observed for RRP R -Ta (see also [2, Fig. 6]) .
The value of η is particularly significant. As a worst-case use of default values, Fig. 5 shows an example of the amount of temperature error incurred when extrapolating a single I c (B) curve with a significantly mismatched default value for the temperature parameter η (row 7 in Table I ). Here, a value of η = 2.0 (appropriate for internal tin ITER conductors) is used instead of the value η = 2.2 appropriate for RRP R . Fig. 5 shows that 4 K extrapolation errors are relatively small between about 3 and 6 K, but become significant outside this range. The errors over the full range of temperature data in Fig. 5 are significantly greater than those in Fig. 3 where the appropriate value of η is used.
IV. CONCLUSION
The ESE parameterization of the Unified Scaling Law is derived from extensive raw scaling data, which gives the relation extrapolation capability similar to that of fundamental scaling. However, unlike fundamental scaling, it can be applied with the convenience of a global-fitting equation, where all the parameters are determined in a quick, straightforward manner by simultaneous fitting, without analysis of raw scaling data. It is simple, robust, and can interpolate and extrapolate with excellent accuracy. The extrapolation capability is unique among fitting equations and provides a useful tool for wire characterization and magnet design.
An ESE scaling spreadsheet, along with complete I c (B, T, ε) datasets and tabulations of the raw scaling data used in this study, are supplied as Excel files in a supplemental website www.ResearchMeasurements.com
